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The pandemic H1N1 2009 (p-H1N1) spreading worldwide has led to severe morbidity and mortality. This
study aimed to quantify the impacts on disease control by applying various control strategies for p-H1N1
in an elementary school indoor setting. Indoor disease transmissibility was explored by a general Wells-
Riley equation. To better contain influenza outbreak, a multi-control measure model was developed. A
non-extinction branching process was presented to quantify the indoor epidemic probability for seasonal
influenza and p-H1N1. The infection risk, quantum generation rate (quanta d�1), basic reproduction
number (R0), generation time (d), and asymptomatic infectious proportion (%) were, respectively, esti-
mated to be 0.020 (95% CI: 0.010e0.043), 494 (140e1292), 3.30 (0.75e11.47), 3.54 (3.15e3.99), and 15 (8
e59) for p-H1N1. By implementing all non-engineering interventions, seasonal influenza could be well
controlled, whereas for p-H1N1, engineering and non-engineering control measure combinations were
effective for complete outbreak containment. Indoor epidemic probability of p-H1N1 increases with
increments in R0 and introductions of infected individual. The proposed control strategies combined with
non-engineering and engineering interventions could effectively control p-H1N1 outbreak. A multi-
control measure model developed here could be implemented in more complex infectious circum-
stances. Our study can be incorporated into the relationship among influenza virus, host, and indoor
environment for better understanding the complex dynamics of environmental processes and to achieve
optimal indoor control measures.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The pandemic H1N1 2009 (p-H1N1), which first emerged in
Mexico in April 2009, had spread worldwide, resulting in more
than 16,900 laboratory-confirmed cases and 500e1000 deaths in
over 67 countries, by mid-February 2011 [1]. The p-H1N1 virus will
probably spread in a spatiotemporal pattern similar to those of
previous pandemics but accelerated because of increased air travel
[2]. Although WHO had declared that p-H1N1 is now in the post-
pandemic period, the authority emphasized much on the neces-
sity of epidemiological and virological monitoring because of its
emergence and global spread as well as the potential to circulate as
a seasonal virus [3]. Moreover, continuous outbreak investigation
and population surveillance would substantially support public
health decision making.

Although human populations have been continuously exposed
to influenza viruses, there is concern that the possible increased
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pathogenicity of p-H1N1 virus upon reassortment poses unprec-
edented challenges for mitigation strategies [4]. The epidemiol-
ogy of p-H1N1 is different from seasonal influenza epidemics, yet
unlike previous pandemics. Initially, most cases were clustered in
households and schools, with over 50% of the reported cases in
schoolchildren in the 5- to 18-year-old age range. Young people
had been disproportionately affected in terms of hospitalizations
and deaths compared to seasonal influenza in which complica-
tions and mortality were predominantly by the elderly [5].

Viral shedding data capture important messages of the viruse
host interaction. Many researches had highlighted that the higher
viral shedding level reflected the disease severity or impaired host
immunity that require instantaneous attention and aggressive
treatment [6]. School-aged children were correlated strongly with
longer periods of viral shedding or higher secondary attack rate
[2,7,8]. This demonstrated the essentiality in surveillance program
as well as mitigation strategies among schoolchildren. For the vast
majority of the world’s population, pharmaceutical interventions,
such as vaccines and antivirals, will not have a significant role in the
current pandemic [9].
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Therefore, any coordinated public-health effort to reduce the
impact of the pandemic must rely largely on the combined effect of
non-pharmaceutical interventions, such as school closures, re-
striction on mass gatherings, increased use of personal protective
measures, e.g., face masks, hand hygiene, cough etiquette, and early
self-isolation when ill [9]. Fraser et al. [10] proposed a two-efficacy
control measure model derived from a von Foerster equation
based-criteria to examine the likely success of public control
measures in containing outbreaks for SARS, HIV, smallpox, and
influenza. Where basic reproduction number (R0) and asympto-
matic infectious proportion (q) are two key determinants in con-
structing the critical control curve and to see whether the disease is
under control.

Lots of effort had been made to investigate the influenza
transmission as well as the disease control indoors [11e14]. The
ways to estimate the indoor transmissibility of p-H1N1 and sea-
sonal influenza virus play crucial role in designing effective indoor
mitigation strategies. Specifically, the best characterization of
influenza transmissibility has been based on R0, defining as the
average number of successful secondary infection cases generated
by a typical primary infected case in an entirely susceptible popu-
lation [15]. R0 can be estimated from outbreak investigation data to
give insight into how underlying transmission dynamics will in-
fluence the likely impact of possible interventions.

Evaluating the impact of different indoor control measures on
the spread of respiratory diseases has been limited by a lack of
detailed data on transmission in indoor settings as well as appro-
priate statistical methods. Here we analyzed data from a p-H1N1
outbreak in Taiwan regions started in May 2009 and used an ele-
mentary school as an indoor setting to investigate how pharma-
ceutical and non-pharmaceutical interventions affect p-H1N1
transmission. Here we used seasonal influenza as a comparison.

The objectives of this work were to: (1) describe and predict the
behavior and the impacts of the p-H1N1, (2) demonstrate the po-
tential outcomes of proposed pharmaceutical and non-
pharmaceutical interventions with engineering control measures
in elementary school indoor settings, and (3) compare with sea-
sonal influenza to capture the full impact of the p-H1N1 on mor-
bidity. Here we used epidemiological models of influenza to
investigate how pharmaceutical and non-pharmaceutical in-
terventions contributing to achieving particular objectives for
reducing indoor transmission of emerging p-H1N1.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study data

This study analyzed the weekly basis laboratory surveillance
data of confirmed influenza infection cases obtained from Centers
for Disease Control, Taiwan (Taiwan CDC) by the date of symptom
onset in the period 2001e2009. These reanalyzed datawere used to
compare the infection risks between seasonal influenza (A (H1N1),
A (H3N2) and type B) and pandemic H1N1 2009 (p-H1N1).
Influenza-like illness (ILI) admission cases were provided by
Department of Health, Taiwan (Taiwan DOH), including identified
and unidentified influenza patients. ILI surveillance was conducted
by sentinel primary care physicians based on integrated clinical and
virological surveillance components. According to ICD-10-CM (In-
ternational Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical
Modification), ILI was defined as the occurrence of flu-like illness
lasting for at least two days and having at least one systemic
symptom: fever (�38 �C), headache, chills, myalgia, fatique, and at
least one respiratory symptom: sore throat, cough, rhinorrhea,
hoarseness, and runny or stuffy nose [16,17].
However, not all ILI cases would admit to clinics or hospitals,
moreover, among those ILI admission cases, only part of those ILI
samples would go through laboratory-based influenza infection
confirmation. Therefore, to better examine the national level based
infection risk (P) among various (sub)types of influenza in school-
aged children, this study extended the positive proportions as to
divide ILI positive proportion by admission proportion,

P ¼ ILI positive proportion
Admission proportion

; (1)

where the admission proportion was school-aged children-based
(5e14 yr), defined as the ratio of ILI admission cases to mid-year
population numbers can be treated as an adjust factor to scale up
the positive proportion to national level.

2.2. Indoor air transmission model

Wells-Riley mathematical equation was extensively applied to
describe the airborne disease transmission and to assess the po-
tential infection risks in an enclosed indoor environment. Epidemic
characterizations of P can be calculated by the Wells-Riley mathe-
matical equation [18],

P ¼ D
S

¼ 1� exp
��iqpt

Q

�
1� V

Qt

�
1� exp

��Qt
V

����
; (2)

where D is the number of confirmed infected cases, S is the number
of susceptible individuals, i is the number of infectors, q is the
quantum generation rate by an infectious infector (quanta h�1), p is
the breathing rate per person (m3 h�1), t is the total exposure time
(h), Q is the fresh air supply rate that can remove infectious aerosol
particles (m3 h�1), and V is the volume of the ventilated space (m3).

Eq. (2) can be rewritten to estimate the quantum generation
rate, q,

q ¼ �Q lnð1� PÞ
ipt

�
1� V

Qt

�
1� exp

��Qt
V

��� : (3)

By incorporating the initial respiratory infection conditions of
i ¼ 1 and S ¼ n � 1 into Eq. (2) where n stands for the number of
total population indoors, R0 can be estimated accordingly [18],

R0 ¼
�
n� 1

��
1� exp

��qpt
Q

�
1� V

Qt

�
1� exp

��Qt
V

�����
:

(4)

This study took into account an elementary school setting to assess
the indoor transmission risks and the severity of influenza infection
among schoolchildren.

2.3. Key epidemiological determinants estimation

Generally, asymptomatic infectious proportion (q) was used to
estimate the proportion of transmission occurring prior onset of
symptoms. Thus the potential of public health control measures
based on symptomatic population can be estimated [10]. By defi-
nition, q can be calculated as [10],

q ¼ Incubation period� Latent period
Mean duration of viral shedding

; (5)

where incubation period is the interval from the point of infection
to the appearance of symptoms and latent period is the interval
from the point of infection to the infectious state beginning.
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On the other hand, the time interval between infection of
a primary case and infection of a secondary case caused by the
primary case can be characterized by the generation time (Tg) [10].
To estimate Tg, previous data were used. Specifically, Cowling et al.
[7] provided the data related to the viral shedding levels of seasonal
and pandemic influenza A varied with days post illness onset. On
the other hand, Carrat et al. [19] provided the viral shedding dy-
namic data among various (sub)types of seasonal influenza.

Firstly, this study shifted the viral shedding dynamic data of p-
H1N1 from day 0 post illness onset to day 2 post infection. Based on
the similar characteristics of viral shedding and clinical illness in p-
H1N1 as that observed in seasonal influenza A viruses [7], Viral
shedding of days 0 and 1 post infection for p-H1N1were estimated,
respectively, through the data of days 0 and 1 post infection of
seasonal influenza A (H1N1) virus [19] by multiplying the area
under the curve (AUC) ratio of AUCp/AUCs ¼ 1.20 where AUCp is the
AUC of viral shedding dynamic of p-H1N1 and AUCs is the AUC of
viral shedding dynamic of seasonal influenza.
R0

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

ð1� ε1Þð1� ε2Þð1� ε3Þð1� ε4Þ þ ½ε1ð1� ε2Þð1� ε3Þð1� ε4Þþ
ε2ð1� ε1Þð1� ε3Þð1� ε4Þ þ ε3ð1� ε1Þð1� ε2Þð1� ε4Þ þ ε4ð1� ε1Þð1� ε2Þð1� ε3Þ�qþ�
ε1ε2ð1� ε3Þð1� ε4Þ þ ε1ε3ð1� ε2Þð1� ε4Þ þ ε1ε4ð1� ε2Þð1� ε3Þþ
ε2ε3ð1� ε1Þð1� ε4Þ þ ε2ε4ð1� ε1Þð1� ε3Þ þ ε3ε4ð1� ε1Þð1� ε2Þ
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�
q

4� 3q
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9>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>;

¼ 1: (9)
Both AUCp and AUCs can be estimated by integrating the fitted
homogeneous Poisson process equation,

VðtÞ ¼ amexpð � mtÞ; (6)

where V(t) is the absolute level of viral shedding at time t post
infection (logTCID50 mL�1 where TCID50 was measured as 50%
tissue culture infective dose), a is the fitted AUC constant
(logTCID50 mL�1 day), and m is the viral shedding reducing rate
(day�1). The Tg could be calculated based on an assumption that
infectiousness is proportional to viral shedding [19],

Tg ¼

ZN

0

tVðtÞdt

ZN

0

VðtÞdt
: (7)

2.4. General indoor control model

Fraser et al. [10] developed two-efficacy based control measure
model. Two critical epidemiological determinants R0 and q together
with different control efficacies (εj) were used to construct the
critical control curve [10] where εj is defined as the potential to
reach expected control effect. Below the curve represents optimal
control measure is eventually achieved. The uncontrollable (UC)
ratio can be calculated as the ratio of the area above the control
curve to the total area obtained by considering both confidence
intervals of R0 and q. Non-engineering control measures were
weighed in this study for seasonal influenza and p-H1N1, whereas
in latter both engineering and non-engineering control measures
were combined to contain p-H1N1 based on its transmissibility.
In this study, we developed a general form of multiple efficacy
control measure model as (see Appendix 1 in Supplementary
materials)
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	35XN
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�
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1�εN

�LN�
9>=
>;

9>=
>;¼ 1; (8)

where εj represents the control measure efficacy and p and L are the
integers.

In the present study, we used a four-efficacy based equation to
be the indoor control measure model as (see Appendix 1 in
Supplementary materials)
Non-engineering public health control strategies were individ-
ually or combinatively implemented in estimating the potential of
disease containment. The additive control impacts of engineering
controls were quantified by Rc and q, where Rc is the engineering
control-based basic reproduction number estimated by combined
Wells-Riley equation and competing risk model [20],

Rc ¼ �
n� 1

	�
1� exp

�� �iqtpð1� hsÞ
ðACHe þ lþ ACHrÞV

�

� ½1� expð � ðACHe þ lþ ACHrÞtÞ�
��

; (10)

where hs is the fractional respiratory protection over a person by
surgical mask (SM), ACHe is the air exchange rate enhanced through
further ventilation (EV) (h�1), l is the inactivation rate of infectious
droplet nuclei due to ultraviolet germicidal irradiation (UVGI)
(h�1), and ACHr is the air exchange rate through a recirculated high
efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter (h�1).

2.5. Indoor epidemic probability model

Here a non-extinction branching process was used to describe
the infectiousness of p-H1N1 and its fraction of infection within
a population indoors (i.e., indoor epidemic probability). Epidemic
can be defined as the occurrence of more diseased cases than
expected in a given human population and area during a particular
period of time. Suppose an organism in the end of its lifetime
generates a random number x of offspring with probability pk and x

has a Poisson distribution with a mean l for which

pk ¼ Prfx ¼ kg ¼ lke�l

k!
for k ¼ 0;1; :::; (11)



Fig. 1. Weekly-basis epidemiology curves of laboratory confirmed influenza cases in
the period 2001e2009 for (a) seasonal influenza A (H1N1) (blue), A (H3N2) (green),
and type B (purple) and (b) pandemic H1N1 2009 (p-H1N1) (orange). (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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then the probability generating function (pgf) ɸ(s) can be written
as [21]

f
�
s
	 ¼ E

h
sx
i
¼

XN
k¼0

sk
lke�l

k!
¼ e�l

XN
k¼0

ðlsÞk
k!

¼ e�lð1�sÞ: (12)

while considering the population non-extinction processes with
a Poisson distribution, the pgf can be written as [21]

1� uz ¼ 1�
XN
k¼0

lke�l

k!
ðuz�1Þk ¼ 1� f

�
uz�1

	 ¼ 1� e�lð1�sÞ;

(13)

where uz ¼ Pr{Xz ¼ 0} describes the probability that a population at
its zth generation the population size Xz equals 0.

Theoretically, assuming a homogeneous and unstructured
population, the total proportion of infected population (I) during
the epidemic depends only on R0 [15],

I ¼ 1� expð�R0IÞ: (14)

We incorporated the concept of non-extinction branching pro-
cess (Eq. (13)) into Eq. (14) to construct the indoor epidemic
probability. Therefore, by giving the mean value of R0 distribution
(Rm) and the infection number in the ventilated enclosure (i), the
conditional probability of indoor epidemic as the function of
effective reproduction number (Re) can be written as

PðIðReÞji;RmÞ ¼ 1� exp½ � i,RmðRe � 1Þ�; (15)

where Re > 1 that enables disease outbreak.
The overall equations used in present study for estimating

specific epidemiologic parameters are summarized in Table S1 (see
Supplementary materials). The uncertainty and its impact on the
expected risk estimate were quantified by a Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation technique. A MC simulationwas carried out with 10,000
iterations to assure the stability of those pdfs and generate 2.5- and
97.5-percentiles as the 95% confidence interval (CI) for all fitted
models. The Crystal Ball� software (Version 2000.2, Decisioneering,
Inc., Denver, Colorado, USA) was employed to implement the MC
simulation.

3. Results

3.1. Indoor transmission parameter estimates

Fig. 1 shows the epidemiology curves of confirmed case in
weekly basis in the period 2001e2009 for seasonal influenza A
(H1N1), A (H3N2), type B and p-H1N1, respectively. Among the
epidemiology curves, p-H1N1 had the most severe incidences in
2009 with the first confirmed case appeared at the end of May and
disease outbreak began in late June. The probability distributions of
infection risk were estimated based on the epidemic curves. The
lognormal (LN) distributions were found to be best describing the
infection risk (P) with results 0.0094 (95% CI: 0.0021e0.0391),
0.0068 (0.0017e0.0268), 0.0067 (0.0011e0.0431), and 0.0203
(0.0096e0.0429), respectively, for A (H1N1), A (H3N2), type B, and
p-H1N1.

The indoor transmission parameters of quantum generation rate
(q) and basic reproduction number (R0) could be estimated by the
Wells-Riley mathematical equation based on an elementary school
setting (see Appendix 2 in Supplementary materials) through
estimated infection risks (see Table S2 in Supplementarymaterials).
The results show that q estimates were 222 (95% CI: 40e1124), 162
(31e749), 161 (21e1136), and 494 (140e1292) quanta d�1 for A
(H1N1), A (H3N2), type B and p-H1N1, respectively. On the other
hand, p-H1N1 had the largest R0 estimate of 3.30 (95% CI: 0.75e
11.47) followed by A (H1N1) of 1.54 (0.22e8.88) and A (H3N2)
and type B of 1.11 (0.18e6.20) and 1.11 (0.12e8.52), respectively.

3.2. Epidemiological determinant estimates

Asymptomatic infectious proportions were estimated based on
the published epidemiological data of incubation period, latent
period and infectious period (i.e., mean duration of viral shedding)
followed by Eq. (5) (see Table S3 in Supplementary materials). Here
the mean incubation and latent periods of 3 and 2 day were used,
respectively. Thus, the asymptomatic infectious proportions could
be estimated accordingly to be 27 (95% CI: 18e58), 22 (19e27), 19
(17e22), and 15 (8e59) %, respectively, for A (H1N1), A (H3N2),
type B and p-H1N1.

Fig. 2 shows the reconstructed viral shedding dynamics for
seasonal influenza and p-H1N1, describing well by the homoge-
neous Poisson processes. Results indicated that for seasonal influ-
enza, the AUC constant (a) and the viral shedding reducing rate (m)
were estimated to be 10.67 logTCID50 mL�1 day and 0.29 day�1,
respectively (r2 ¼ 0.92, p < 0.001) (Fig. 2a), whereas for p-H1N1,
a and m were estimated to be 12.50 logTCID50 mL�1 day and 0.34
day�1, respectively (r2 ¼ 0.95, p < 0.001) (Fig. 2b). Fig. 3 shows that
a 4-parameter lognormal fitting curve could well describe the viral
shedding dynamic data.

Epidemiological determinant of generation time Tg could then
be estimated by integrating the fitted lognormal viral shedding
curve. The estimated Tg were 3.16 (95% CI: 2.84e3.52), 4.14 (3.82e
4.50), and 3.62 (3.52e3.73) day, respectively, for A (H1N1), A
(H3N2) and type B, whereas in p-H1N1, the estimated Tg was 3.54
(3.15e3.99) day. Table 1 summarizes the estimated epidemiological
parameters of P, q, R0, Tg, and q for seasonal influenza and p-H1N1.

3.3. Impact of indoor control measures

Given the estimated R0, q, and various control efficacies (εj), the
critical control curve can be constructed (Table 1, Fig. 4). To achieve
optimal containment of influenza outbreak, all the maximum con-
trol efficacies of non-engineering control strategies were applied
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including isolation or school closure (εi ¼ 100%), pandemic vacci-
nation (εvp ¼ 62%), seasonal influenza vaccination (εvs ¼ 57%), sur-
gical mask (εsm ¼ 58e85%), and hand washing (εh ¼ 45%). The
potential control measure combinations used in the present control
measuremodel can be categorized into 6 combinations of C1 (εi), C2
(εiþ εsm), C3 (εiþ εvpþ εsm), C4 (εiþ εvsþ εsm), C5 (εiþ εvpþ εsmþ εh),
and C6 (εi þ εvs þ εsm þ εh) (see Appendix 3 and Table S4 in
Supplementary materials). The calculated uncontrollable ratios of
potential combinations C1eC6 were also presented for seasonal
influenza and p-H1N1 (see Table S5 in Supplementary materials).

When control measure C1 was implemented, the calculated
uncontrollable ratio of influenza A (H1N1), A (H3N2) and type B
were 68.76%, 30.03%, and 40.04%, respectively, whereas 70.50% was
estimated for p-H1N1 (Fig. 4 and Table S5 in Supplementary
materials). The potentials of other control measures with various
combinations (C2, C3, C4, and C6) reveal that seasonal influenza
could be well controlled (Fig. 4 and Table S5 in Supplementary
materials). However, as for p-H1N1, even though four control
strategies (C5) were implemented, the uncontrollable ratio was still
higher than 40% (Fig. 4 and Table S5 in Supplementary materials).

To effectively control the outbreak of p-H1N1, we implemented
four engineering control measures (see Table S6 in Supplementary
materials) together with four non-engineering control measure
combinations (C1, C2, C3, and C5) to refine the R0 distributions of p-
H1N1 (i.e., Rc). Amongst these control measure combinations, EV
was considered variously within the range 4e12 ACH as to approach
the feasible indoor building ventilations. Fig. 5 gives the potential of
outbreak containment by applying both non-engineering controls
and engineering controls in the combination order as enhanced
ventilation, surgical masking, UVGI, and HEPA filter.

The outbreak containment efficiency showed significant
improvement of 60 and 71% given EV increased from 4 to 8 and 12
ACH, respectively while only school closure (C1) was implemented
(Fig. 5). On the other hand, the more non-engineering control
measures being employed (C1 e C5), the lower uncontrollable ratio
can be approached (decreasing from 80.54 to 52.02% given
EV ¼ 4ACH). Furthermore, while considering lower EV of 4 ACH,
wearing surgical mask and turning on UVGI together with C1, the p-
H1N1 outbreak was unlikely to occur in a classroom, e.g., the un-
controllable ratio was 7.19%, whereas C3 or C5þ4ACH þ SM þ UVGI
showed complete containment. In this study, UVGI can either be
substituted with HEPA filter since both interventions display similar
equivalent air exchange rate or be employed together depending on
the disease outbreak potential.
3.4. Indoor epidemic probability

Fig. 6 shows the probability of an outbreak of seasonal influenza
and p-H1N1 in a susceptible population for a range of values of R,
approximated by the probability of non-extinction of a branching
process in which the number of secondary cases is given by a log-
normal distribution with a median R0 after the introduction of
a single, 5, 10, and 50 infectious cases. Generally, the probability of
an outbreak from a single introduction increases with R, reaching
about 80% for A (H1N1) (Fig. 6a), 67% for A (H3N2) and B (Fig. 6b, c),
and 96% for p-H1N1 (Fig. 6d), respectively, for R¼ 2. The probability
of an epidemic increases rapidly when there are multiple in-
troductions (Fig. 6aed).

For p-H1N1, epidemic spread is highly likely when R exceeding
1.5 and there are as few as 5 introductions of the infection into
a susceptible population (Fig. 6d). Our results also indicate that, if
repeated introduction of seasonal influenza cases into a population
failed to result in ongoing transmission, it would be an indication
that control measures have effectively reduced R to levels nearly
less than 1 (Fig. 6aec).
4. Discussion

4.1. Indoor disease transmission and control measure model

Parameter q reveals the pathogen infectivity as well as the in-
fectious source strength. Our q estimates were 9 (95% CI: 2e47), 7
(1e31), 7 (1e47), and 21 (6e54) quanta h�1, respectively, for A
(H1N1), A (H3N2), type B, and p-H1N1 that fell within the ranges of
34e69, 31e157, and 15e128 quanta h�1, indicating that super-
spreaders may not exist in the classroom [18,22,23]. Different in-
door settings and calculation methods would result in different q
estimates. Based on our q estimation process, it is unlikely to
identify whether a super-spreader may exist that may be identified
by the follow-up epidemiological and virological monitoring.

In our study, the estimates of R0 and q dominate the prioritized
recommendations of indoor control strategies. Our R0 estimate was
3.30 (95% CI: 0.75e11.47) for p-H1N1, whereas for A (H1N1), A
(H3N2), type B, the R0 were estimated to be 1.54 (0.22e8.88), 1.11
(0.18e6.20), and 1.11 (0.12e8.52), respectively. Compared with
published literature, our median R0 estimates for both p-H1N1 and
seasonal influenza fell within the published ranges of 1.5e16.5 [18],
5e20 [24], and 1.6e17.0 [25]. However, in some other studies, the
estimated R0 ranged from 1.16 to 1.86 for p-H1N1 [2,26]. The dis-
crepancy in R0 compared to other epidemiological studies may due
to the enlargement of disease transmission in indoor enclosures



Fig. 3. 4-Parameter lognormal fitting curve best described the days post infection-specific viral shedding data for (a) A (H1N1) (b) A (H3N2) (c) Type B, and (d) p-H1N1, respectively.
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where susceptibles and infectors gather with continuous aero-
solized influenza exposure.

Fraser et al. [10] indicated that the timing of the onset of
infectiousness relative to the onset of detectable clinical signs can
be used to define the success of disease control strategies. The key
variable is q. The means and distributions of incubation, latent, and
infectious periods are key determinants of q. Here we have suc-
cessfully estimated q values for A (H1N1), A (H3N2), B, and p-H1N1.
Yet, the value of q may also depend on the joint distributions of
latent and incubation periods. The value of q for human influenza
has been reported as 0.3e0.5 [10], yet several studies have sug-
gested that it could be much lower based on the observations [27].
Therefore, the experimental and/or epidemiological studies of virus
transmission in natural hosts designed to quantify transmission
rates at different times after exposure are required. We suggested
that there is a need for more robust empirical evidence on re-
lationships between clinical evidence and infectiousness to
enhance control measure strategies based on the present indoor R0-
q control model.
Table 1
Epidemiology parameter estimates of seasonal influenza and pandemic H1N1 2009.

Epidemiology parameters estimate A (H1N1)

Infection risk, Pa LN(0.009, 2.11)b

Quantum generation rate, q (quanta d�1)c LN(220, 2.33)
Basic reproduction number, R0c LN(1.51, 2.54)
Generation time, Tg (d)d LN(3.16, 1.06)
Asymptomatic infectious proportion, q (%)e LN(32, 1.35)

a P¼ ILI positive proportion/Admission proportion, calculated based on database of Taiw
Health (Taiwan DOH).

b LN(gm, gsd): lognormal distribution with geometric mean (gm) and geometric stand
c See Table S2 in Supplementary materials.

d Tg ¼
Z N

0
tVðtÞdt=

Z N

0
VðtÞdt.

e q ¼ (Incubation period � Latent period)/Mean duration of viral shedding (see Table
4.2. Viral shedding data and risk estimates

For seasonal influenza, the mean duration of viral shedding was
4e5 days [19], whereas for p-H1N1, the mean duration of viral
shedding ranged from 4 to 7 days [28]. The longer viral shedding
duration of p-H1N1 reflected the larger potential in disease trans-
mission and severity in comparison with seasonal influenza.
Moreover, the estimated median infection risk of p-H1N1 was
nearly 2e3 times higher than that of seasonal influenza ranging
from 0.007 to 0.009, reflecting the higher infectiousness and
transmissibility. However, this may due in part to in the non-
pandemic period in which only a minority of patients infected by
seasonal influenza virus attend to hospital service. As a result, the
infection risk of p-H1N1 may be overestimated.

4.3. Model limitations

We estimated uncertainties based on a combination of quanti-
tative methods. To consider uncertainties of certain parameters,
A (H3N2) Type B p-H1N1

LN(0.007, 2.03) LN(0.007, 2.57) LN(0.020, 1.46)
LN(159, 2.27) LN(159, 2.78) LN(478, 1.76)
LN(1.10, 2.49) LN(1.09, 2.99) LN(3.20, 1.99)
LN(4.15, 1.04) LN(3.62, 1.01) LN(3.54, 1.06)
LN(23, 1.09) LN(19, 1.07) LN(22, 1.66)

an Centers for Disease Control (Taiwan CDC) and statistics of Taiwan Department of

ard deviation (gsd).

S3 in Supplementary materials).



Fig. 4. R0-q critical control curves constructed based on potential combinations of
control measures (C1 e C6, see Table S4 in Additional file 2) together with the rect-
angles indicated the impacts of control measures. The rectangles were delineated by
95% CIs of R0 and q estimates of A (H1N1), A (H3N2), type B, and p-H1N1, respectively.
The rectangle with triangle, circle, square, and diamond represent A (H1N1), A (H3N2),
type B, and p-H1N1, respectively.
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lognormal model was presumed to obtain non-negative estimates,
however, in real situation, it may not be the case. There are critical
data gaps that affected both the results presented here and our
ability to report and verify changes in airborne influenza virus
droplets indoors. An integration of computational and mechanistic
model would be helpful to understand the airflow pattern, size-
specific droplet transmission modes indoors, and infectivity due
to source proximity [14].

Data are substantially lacking for quantum generation rate of
infected individuals. Key parameters including classroom volume,
susceptibles and infectors in the classroom, and ventilation rate
would greatly influence the disease severity and transmission.
Fig. 5. Potentials of p-H1N1 outbreak containment assessed by applying both non-
engineering (C1, C2, C3, and C5) and engineering (EV, SM, UVGI, and HEPA) controls
with different combinations. Where UVGI could be replaced by HEPA and imple-
menting C5 together with EV, SM, and UVGI reveal complete outbreak control.
Specifically, high-efficiency ventilation could rapidly remove in-
fectious pathogens and decrease infection risks, however, it is hard
to achieve realistically; given the same outdoor air supply rate,
larger airspace volume would reduce q and R0 due to ventilation
dilution effect; more susceptibles and infectors gathering in the
airspace could result in higher infection risk as well as faster and
more serious disease transmission because of more frequent and
complex contact structures, host moving patterns, and greater virus
spread. These factors affect significantly the control measure effi-
ciencies, especially for engineering interventions. However, there is
a lack of measurement data of dominant coefficients describing
droplet size-specific shedding distribution, environmental process
factors, hosteenvironment interactions, and exposure dosee
response relationships [29].

In this study, quantum generation rates were estimated by the
Wells-Riley mathematical equation under well-mixed and steady-
state conditions. Premises of well-mixed and steady-state would
probably give rise to either underestimation or overestimation of
disease severity due to various spatial distributions and proximity
to the infectious source. Alternatively, a transient Wells-Riley
equation may be applied to consider exposures occurring at mul-
tiple time periods whenever there is integrated account of the
staying time, the time pathogen being expired, the exact ventilation
schedule, the more precise contact situation, etc [30]. Based on
current estimation process, whether a super-spreader exists in the
indoor environment is hardly recognized, however, given a precise
location and detection of an infector, engineering control measures
such as UVGI and HEPA could be implementedmore efficiently as to
eliminate the infectious source at first time. Although massive
application of UVGI and HEPA filter may not be feasible realistically,
this study suggested that these equipments could be implemented
in high population density locations such as school classroom
[22,31,32]. The Wells-Riley equation is basically applied in a con-
fined airspace, detailed surveillance of demography and epidemi-
ology would help understanding the transmissions in the bus,
between classes or within communities [30], yet based on well-
mixed and steady-state conditions as well.

While building up a control measure model, similar assumption
was made that people in the community or indoor environments
mix homogeneously. Besides, the distribution of the time to
symptoms is assumed to be exponential. Nevertheless, in real sit-
uation, influenza aerosols are not homogeneously spatially dis-
tributed partly due to ventilation, gravitational settling, and virus
inactivation, and the generated influenza concentrations are varied
depending on the position where the index patient emitting virus
particles and the location of virus particles formation. Influenza
virus could enter into the airspace through an infected person by
breathing, talking, coughing, and sneezing [33,34]. Further tracking
in influenza airflow and quantification in virus concentration after
emission is needed to estimate infection risks more precisely.

There are four possible exposure routes for influenza: (i) con-
tact, (ii) inhalation, (iii) inspiration, and (iv) direct spray which can
be categorizedmainly based on their aerodynamic diameters. Nicas
and Jones [35] suggested that the hand contact and droplet spray
were two dominant routes leading to risk of infection based on
various scenarios. Atkinson and Wein [36] concluded that respira-
ble particle inhalation was the dominant exposure route. However,
the interactions and transforming mechanisms among four expo-
sure pathways are still vague and controversial and thus worth
further studying.

4.4. Implications for indoor environment setting

Numerous factors were found to affect the infectivity of influ-
enza viruses such as temperature, humidity, ultraviolet radiation



Fig. 6. Indoor epidemic probability of an outbreak of (a) A (H1N1), (b) A (H3N2), (c) Type B, and (d) p-H1N1 in a susceptible population based on a single, 5, 10, and 50 infectious
cases introduction. (e), (f), (g), and (h) show the R0 distributions of A (H1N1), A (H3N2), type B, and p-H1N1, respectively.
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[32], school schedules, and contact routes. Among these, humidity
and temperature were demonstrated to be the leading factors in
influenza infection in the indoor environment [37,38]. In the study
that guinea pig as a model host, the authors indicated both cold
(5 �C) and dry (relative humidity, RH: 20%) conditions favor
transmission [37]. Yang and Marr [39] further evidenced the theory
that maintaining high indoor relative humidity (90%) as well as
ventilation may help reduce chances of influenza A virus infection.
Therefore, based on experimental and simulated results, 20 �C
together with 90% RH is suggested in indoor environment to
enhance prevention of influenza infection.

This study provided an integrated approach to assess influenza
transmission indoors and control measure efficiencies through
considering the combinative measures of non-engineering and
engineering control in an elementary school classroom. For seasonal
influenza, optimal control efficiency can be achieved by considering
only the non-engineering control strategies, whereas for p-H1N1,
additional implementation of engineering control measures reveals
efficiently outbreak containment even low EV (4 ACH) was consid-
ered (Fig. 5). Non-engineering control measure combination (C5)
together with EV(12ACH), SM, UVGI, and HEPA displayed excellent
disease containment potential that may be applicable whenever
there is a super-spreader or during pandemics.

To better contain influenza transmission and reduce infection,
amodel regarding the relationship among influenza virus, host, and
indoor environment can be constructed to describe the complex
dynamics of environmental processes and to achieve optimal in-
door control measures [29]. Moreover, a better understanding of
the role of human behavior in optimal environmental influenza
interventions andmechanisms responsible for virus transmission is
critical for predicting airborne infectious virus changes and guiding
the design and implementation of control policies.
5. Conclusions

In this study, an indoor transmission model was used to assess
influenza transmission risk along with the estimations of epi-
demiology parameters based on human experimental data. The
proposed control strategies combined with non-engineering and
engineering interventions could completely control p-H1N1 out-
break. A general form of multi-control measure model developed
here could be further implemented in more complicated infectious
circumstances. The proposed mathematical model for assessing the
probability of epidemic provide a general picture of how the
alteration in introduced infected would affect the disease epidemic
under certain effective reproduction number. Our study can be
incorporated into the relationship among influenza virus, host, and
indoor environment for better understanding the complex dy-
namics of environmental processes and to achieve optimal indoor
control measures.
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